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Lincoln Boyhood National Memorial (N.M), General Management Plan 2005 the story of hospital ships is
a fascinating one indeed about which little has been written except for isolated tragedies such as the sinking of
the centaur off the australian coast in 1943
Sweet's Architectural Catalog File 1925 hockey priest looks past simply understanding bauer as a do gooder
or hockey innovator it shows how he attempted to create a different stream of hockey that could better support
youth and so build up the nation archival research for the book uncovered bauer written hockey reports
speeches and notes that detail his thinking about the game and his politicking to bring about change in it
Highway Safety Literature 1980 from its beginnings at the turn of the 20th century to its pervasive presence in
21st century america basketball has grown into an undeniably important sport the 575 entries in this
biographical dictionary present concise narratives on the lives and careers on the most important names in
basketball history entries include both classic players such as kareem abdul jabbar and bob cousy as well as
more recently established and up and coming stars such as carmelo anthony kevin garnett and lebron james
entries for coaches such as the boston celtics red auerbach and mike krzyzewski from duke university present
the figures who have shaped the game from courtside while the inclusion of female players and coaches such as
lisa leslie diana taurasi and pat summitt show that basketball is not just a sport for men from its beginnings at
the turn of the 20th century to its pervasive presence in 21st century america basketball has grown into an
undeniably important sport the 575 entries in this biographical dictionary present concise narratives on the lives
and careers on the most important names in basketball history entries include both classic players such as
kareem abdul jabbar and bob cousy as well as more recently established and up and coming stars such as
carmelo anthony kevin garnett and lebron james entries for coaches such as the boston celtics red auerbach
and mike krzyzewski from duke university present the figures who have shaped the game from courtside while
the inclusion of female players and coaches such as lisa leslie diana taurasi and pat summitt show that
basketball is not just a sport for men this volume is an ideal reference for students seeking easily accessed
information on the greats of the game



The Catholic Library World 1932 this publication is the inaugural volume of the history of the prairie west
series each volume in the series focuses on a particular topic and is composed of articles previously published
in160 prairie forum 160 and written by experts in the field the original articles are supplemented by additional
photographs and other illustrative material
Scholarship and Loan Program 1958 james toner argues that the cardinal virtues are and must be the core
values of the military by embracing these values the profession of arms serves as a moral compass in an
increasingly confusing age toner examines the four cardinal virtues wisdom courage temperance and justice
and places each in the context of a compelling case study from recent u s military history the book connects
ethics and moral theology with the armed services demonstrating that the task of preserving virtue both
personal and professional is a noble if imperfectible task book jacket title summary field provided by blackwell
north america inc all rights reserved
Hearings 1957 in tip of the spear alfred peredo flores argues that the us occupation of the island of guåhan
guam one of the most heavily militarized islands in the western pacific ocean was enabled by a process of
settler militarism during world war ii and the cold war guåhan was a launching site for both covert and open us
military operations in the region a strategically significant role that turned guåhan into a crucible of us overseas
empire in 1962 the us navy lost the authority to regulate all travel to and from the island and a tourist economy
eventually emerged that changed the relationship between the indigenous chamoru population and the us
military further complicating the process of settler colonialism on the island the us military occupation of
guåhan was based on a co constitutive process that included chamoru land dispossession discursive
justifications for the remaking of the island the racialization of civilian military labor and the military s policing of
interracial intimacies within a narrative that emphasizes chamoru resilience resistance and survival flores uses a
working class labor analysis to examine how the militarization of guåhan was enacted by a minority settler
population to contribute to the us government s hegemonic presence in oceania
Hearings 1958 gerald k stone has collected books about canadian jewry since the early 1980s this volume is a



descriptive catalog of his judaica collection comprising nearly 6 000 paper or electronic documentary resources
in english french yiddish and hebrew logically organized indexed and selectively annotated the catalog is broad
in scope covering jewish canadian history biography religion literature the holocaust antisemitism israel and the
middle east and more an introduction by richard menkis discusses the significance of the catalog and collecting
for the study of the jewish experience in canada an informative bibliographical resource this book will be of
interest to scholars and students of canadian and north american jewish studies
Hospital Ships 2016-01-08 this two disc dvd set is drawn from a 2007 conference in accra and elmina ghana
the bloody writing is for ever torn captures the experience of holding a scholarly meeting on the abolition of the
atlantic slave trade in locations in west africa from which 1 8 million enslaved people were exported to the
americas and the caribbean between 1500 and 1867 the abolition of the atlantic slave trade is specifically
designed for classroom use and is accompanied by the film text and a teacher s guide
The Education Gazette 1942 in elusive equality jeffrey l littlejohn and charles h ford place norfolk virginia at
the center of the south s school desegregation debates tracing the crucial role that norfolk s african americans
played in efforts to equalize and integrate the city s schools the authors relate how local activists participated in
the historic teacher pay parity cases of the 1930s and 1940s how they fought against the school closures and
massive resistance of the 1950s and how they challenged continuing patterns of discrimination by insisting on
crosstown busing in the 1970s and 1980s despite the advances made by local activists however littlejohn and
ford argue that the vaunted urban advantage supposedly now enjoyed by norfolk s public schools is not easy to
reconcile with the city s continuing gaps and disparities in relation to race and class in analyzing the history of
struggles over school integration in norfolk the authors scrutinize the stories told by participants including
premature declarations of victory that laud particular achievements while ignoring the larger context in which
they take place their research confirms that norfolk was a harbinger of national trends in educational policy and
civil rights drawing on recently released archival materials oral interviews and the rich newspaper coverage in
the journal and guide virginian pilot and ledger dispatch littlejohn and ford present a comprehensive



multidimensional and unsentimental analysis of the century long effort to gain educational equality a historical
study with contemporary implications their book offers a balanced view based on a thorough sober look at
where norfolk s school district has been and where it is going
Recruiter Journal 1996 examines the official art scheme as a key commemorative practice of the first world
war
City Record 1925 in the first comprehensive biography of smith byron price has drawn on smith s archives and
the history of southwestern ranch life in the early twentieth century imagining the open range is extensively
illustrated with smith s compelling photographs publisher description
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